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Abstract:  Post medieval kilns are archaeological structures record a producing activity actually disappeared; 

an exemplar case is the Certaldo area (nearby Florence), where the tiles and bricks’ production was 

developed in the end of the XVII century and carried on until the 1950s’, isolated from the industrial 

production. The kilns were owned by the great farm estates ruling the land, and they were used for the 

internal need of tiles and bricks in case of restoration, maintenance, building of new residence structures. 

Nevertheless the continuity of the use up almost until nowadays, and the living memory of old local people, 

the Certaldo’s kilns are disused, so there is a concrete risk of losing these knowledge of ancient productive 

cycle.  

The kilns material structures without any archaeological restriction have been heavily transformed and 

sometimes destroyed, or in a better case they have been restored with interventions that have erased their 

archaeological shape. 

Recording such structures with the use of software that allow a 3D reconstruction is the first step towards to 

realise a project for the preservation and the enlightment of this forgotten cultural heritage. 
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The Sticciano’s kiln: history and structure.  

The structures examinated are located near Certaldo, a country town in the Southern area of province of 

Florence. 

The area has a clear rural aspect; the land is covered of vineyards and olive threes. (SALVAGNINI 1976) 

In Certaldo there are several kinds of plantations since Renaissance, thanks to the Medici Family’s policy. 

Many families of the Florence nobility converted own desert properties into big farm, following the example of 

the Medicis. The estates were composed in two parts (like the structures of the Roman villas); where the 

family spent summertime and the farmers lived.  

An example of these trend is the Sticciano Estate whose property comes from Medici Tornaquinci 

marquises. Sticciano owns a kiln built for the production of bricks like many others Certaldo’s estates.  

The big farms could produce bricks inside the estate thanks to the natural abundance of clay in the soil, 

small rivers and woods: water, clay and firewood are the elements to create bricks.  

Moreover the kilns could produce not only bricks but also mortar, which is made of little limestones hand-

picked from the soil. The kilns in Certaldo’s area are located in open space in the country side. 
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The bricks produced were used for maintenance of the villa, the surplus was sold to the nearby estate 

(Sticciano’s registers, XIX century). (GENNAI, RANFAGNI 2006) 

The Certaldo’s kilns are archaeological structures that record an important production nowadays completely 

disappeared.  

The production was developed in the end of the XVIII century and carried on until the 1950s’, before the 

industrial production of bricks. (PEDROCCO 1988) 

 

 
Fig. 1 – The prefurnio of the Sticciano’s kiln (Certaldo, FI) (Nerucci 2013)  

 

The kiln consists of three parts: 

- The prefurnio (fig.1): it is the covered space in front of the kiln. It is characterised by a brick arch that 

supported a covering. The covering was necessary to protect the workmen from bad weather conditions, 

during the period while the kiln was working. (Sticciano’s registers, XIX century). The prefurnio is the space 

where workmen put the firewood during the cooking of the bricks.  

- The combustion-chamber (Furnance) (fig.2 A): it is the most important space of the kiln, it is a big room 

where the bricks are cooked.  

- The room upper the combustion-chamber: this space is situated upper the combustion- chamber (Fig. 2 B), 

from this room the workmen filled the combustion-chamber with the bricks and limestones which had to be 

cooked. When the space of the chamber was completely occupated, the workmen covered the bricks with 

leftover materials. (Sticciano’s registers, XIX century)  
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The Impruneta kilns 

Thanks to the clay soil and the abundance of water, the southern district of Florence is sprinkle of small 

center that produce pottery. In the surrounding area of Certaldo (Florence) there is another country town 

called Impruneta (Florence) that during Renaissance was an important center for the production of bricks. 

Nowadays the production is focused on Terrecotte Imprunetine which consist in artistic flower pots or 

sculptures.   

While the Certaldo kilns are isolated buildings situated in a open space, on the other hand the Impruneta 

kilns are composed by many spaces for the different phases of the production: the area where the bricks are 

put in a mould, drying area, the area where the kilns are located and the storage. All the production cycle 

happened inside this complex that are composed by drying kiln, warehouses and one or more kilns. The 

bricks produced were sold to supply of Florence city. 

  

In the kilns of Certaldo (like Sticciano’s kiln) bricks and firewoods were put together in the combustion- 

chamber. In the Impruneta kilns the space filled with bricks (fig.3 A) was separated from the space in which 

firewood burned (fig.3 B) through perforated surface called hob (fig.3 C). (CARNASCIALI, M. RONCAGLIA, 

G. 1986)  

 

 
Fig. 2 – Example of Certaldo’s kiln (Nerucci 2013)            Fig. 3 – Example of Impruneta’s kiln (Nerucci 2013) 

 

The internal walls of Impruneta and Certaldo kilns were covered by a mixture of clay and water called 

barbottina. The “barbottina” were used to avoid that the high temperatures broke the bricks in the walls.  

The cooking- chamber of the kiln was filled with bricks trough the main door (fig.3 D), in the opposite wall 

there is the smaller door trough the firewoods were put in the combustion –chamber (fig.3 B).   
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Fig. 4 – Impruneta's kiln; the main door of the cooking-chamber (Fornace Masini) (Nerucci 2013) 

 

Resuming:  

In the district area of Florence we can find two types of kilns: a mono-chamber kiln, (based on Certaldo’s 

area examples) and the bi-chambers kiln, (based on Impruneta’s area examples). Despite of the fact that the 

kilns are located in the same historical period (Renaissance) and in the same district (Florence), the 

archaeological structures are completely different. The reason of these differences comes from two types of 

production: the Sticciano and other Certaldo’s kilns were used only when the villas needed bricks, while the 

Impruneta’s kilns produced bricks all over the year arrange to supply for the Florence city. (GOLDTHWAITE, 

R. A 1984) 

The comparison between the two typologies of kilns ought to be done to explain that while the Impruneta’s 

kilns are recoded since the Roman Age, the Certaldo’s ones have never been studied. Therefore the kiln of 

Certaldo is a new typology of kilns.   

 

The deterioration 

The main difference between the two typologies is the status of deterioration: the Impruneta’s kiln, even 

though disused, are preserved because of they are considered a cultural heritage, while the Certaldo’s kilns 

are unknown and consequently abandoned. 

The kilns of Certaldo’s area are interesting for two different types of deterioration: the first type is the 

structural failure; the second type is the deterioration of building materials like bricks, mortar and the mixture 

of clay and water on the internal wall (barbottina). 
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Fig. 5 – The Buttress on the Sticciano’s kiln (Nerucci 2013) 

 

The lack of foundation produces serious structural failure: in the case of Sticciano’s kiln a buttress has been 

built to support the corner between the façade of the kiln and the northen side (fig. 5). 

Moreover the high temperature during the moment of firing of bricks has caused swellings on the internal 

walls, that’s why some bricks of these walls are expelled (fig.6). 

The swelling inside the Sticciano’s combustion- chamber is involved in a restoration of the wall, inserting an 

arch on the long side of the chamber to make stronger the wall. (NERUCCI, FRATINI, RESCIC 2013) 

 

The kilns in the Certaldo’s area which are completely abandoned, has been covered by the vegetation. The 

plant’s roots grow inside the wall and divided the mortar from the bricks, destroying the internal structure.  

We can find an example of this kind of deterioration in the kiln of Bassetto (in the Certaldo’s area).  

Inside the room upper the combustion-chamber of Bassetto’s kiln, the ruins of the roof was covered by 

humus that increases luxuriant vegetation (fig.7-8). 

The deterioration involved also the barbottina (the plaster made by the mixture of clay and water that 

protects the internal walls of the combustion-chamber) because it is weather- beaten for the lack of the kiln’s 

roof and so consequently it is disconnecting from the wall (fig.9). (NERUCCI, FRATINI, RESCIC 2013) 
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Fig. 6 – The swelling inside the combustion- chamber in the Sticciano’s kiln (Nerucci 2013) 

 

 
Fig. 7 – The prefurnio of Bassetto’s kiln completely covered by vegetation (Nerucci 2013) 
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Fig. 8 – The room over the furnace of Bassetto’s kiln (Nerucci 2013) 

 

The survey  

The choice of analyse the kiln of Sticciano is due to the better conditions to survey because the structure is 

located in an open space and it isn’t covered by vegetation.  

The Sticciano’s kiln is surveyed by photogrammetry method, and the given data are elaborated thanks to the 

Menci’s software (Zscan and Zmap) and Photoscan by Agisoftware. Moreover the software freeware 

Photosynth has been used to recreate the front and combustion- chamber’s volume (only RGB point cloud).  

The survey with Menci’s software has been carried out thanks to the use of a tripod with sliding head and a 

Nikon D700. 

 

The number of the photos and the distance between camera and object has been noted on a specific paper 

form elaborated by the Laboratorio di Archeologia dell’Architettura di Siena (LAARCH), Università degli Studi 

di Siena. 
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Fig. 9 – The barbottina inside the combustion-chamber of Sticciano’s kiln (Nerucci 2013) 
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Softwares 

 

 

Zscan and Zmap 

Photoscan 

Meshlab 

 

Menci Software 

Agisoft 

Open source 

 

Licence 2010 (www.mencisoftware.com) 

Licence 2012 (www.agisoft.ru) 

http://meshlab.sourceforge.net/ 

Camera Nikon D700 28 mm lens 
60 mm lens 

 

 

Equipment Tripod with sliding head Menci software 

 

Tab. 1 – Techical Specifications 

 

Fieldwork methodology 

The software needs three photos of the same object to made the 3D model, sliding the camera on the tripod: 

one shoot on the left, one on the middle and the last one on the right.   

The overlapping of these photos joined with the distance data between the object and the camera, allows to 

produce a 3D model. 

The Sticciano’s combustion-chamber has been photographed with 28mm lens, 12 photos for each front: 

• The prefurnio has been surveyed with two different lenses: 28mm for the lower part of the main front, 

the northern and southern front; the highest part (the top of the main front) has been surveyed with 

60mm lens. 

• The arch that supported the roofing was an obstacle to survey completely the main front, so the 

pictures has been taken from two different points: under the arch for the lower part using the 28mm 

lens; from the space in front of the kiln (around 10m) for the higher with 60mm lens.  

• The northern and southern fronts of the kilns has been surveyed with 28mm lens, it has been shot 

39 photos for the northern and 12 photos for the southern.  

 

It is fundamental for this kind of technology making photos without irregularities of the light: for this reason it 

is important complete the work in one day, starting with the prefurnio, it has continued with the northern front, 

the combustion-chamber and finally the southern front.  

 

Post processing phase 

The software automatically merges the triplets; the distance between the object and the camera has been 

inserted for each one triplet to have a good rectification of the photos. 

It is necessary to set up the surface of the points clouds before the generation of the 3D model; thanks to a 

drawing window is possible to mark the perimeter in which the points cloud is generated (fig.10) 
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Fig. 10 – Drawing window on Zscan (Menci Software) . (Nerucci 2013) 

 

The 3D models are saved in vtp file and exported in to Zmap software that recreates a complete 3D model 

trough merging process all the vtp files thanks to natural points on the surface. (fig.11) 

 

 
Fig. 11 –  Merging process on Zmap. (Menci Software) (Nerucci 2013) 
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It is possible with this software drawing, measuring, making an ortophoto mosaic and exporting the data in 

dwg file. (NERUCCI 2010) 

This final 3D object (colored points cloud + texture) could be exported in ply format to manage the 3D model 

on MeshLab. (fig.12) (NERUCCI 2013) 

 

 
Fig. 12 – The point cloud of the combustion- chamber on Meshlab. (Nerucci 2013) 

 

Results and conclusions 

The technology of these softwares had permitted to obtain a high quality volume with texture, a 3D model 

geometrically correct (fig.13-14), the records of the stratigraphic analysis applied on the 3D model (fig.15) 

and a complete documentation of the structure. Thanks to Zmap software it has been possible to make the 

ortophotos and the ortophoto mosaic of the whole structure, included the combustion- chamber. (NERUCCI 

2013). 

Recording of these archaeology structures is the first step to avoid forgetting this important cultural heritage 

because 3D recording of the kiln has permitted to obtain information about the volume of the combustion-

chamber. These data leads to know how many bricks are cooking in the combustion- chamber.  
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Thanks to the high quality texture, it has been possible to study the deterioration status of the building 

materials. 

The results achieved by Zscan and Zmap allowed to measure the bricks of the wall of the kiln, deepening on 

the study of the building tecniques. 

The main purpose of the survey is recording the archaeological structure and archive it on digital support, in 

order to re-use in the future all the data collected.  

 

 
Fig. 13 – Sticciano’s kiln: coloured 3D point cloud.(Nerucci 2013) 
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Fig. 14 – 3D model of the prefurnio with texture of the Sticciano’s kiln. (Nerucci 2013) 

 

 
Fig. 15 – The front and the prefurnio of the Sticciano’s kiln with the records of the stratigrafic analysis elaborated on Zmap. (Nerucci 

2013) 
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